
 

  

 

Cinte Techtextil China is the ideal trade fair 

for technical textile and nonwoven products in Asia. This 

year the fair welcomes  Picanol NV from 

Belgium to showcase their products for agro, 

coating, awning, conveyor belt, car seat, air 
bag, carpet backing, para-aramide, tirecord, 
glass fibre, leno, heavy filament, fabric, etc.   

(Detailed product info featured on page 2.) 

 

Picanol NV 
 

at  Cinte Techtext i l  China 2020 
V i s i t  t h e m  a t  E 3  -   A 1 5 

 
Company website: https://www.picanol.be/  

  

Picanol NV 
Picanol develops, manufactures and sells high-tech 
weaving machines based on air (airjet) or rapier 
technology. Picanol supplies weaving machines to 
weaving mills worldwide and also offers to its customers 
products and services such as weaving frames and 
reeds, training, upgrade kits and spare parts. For more 
than eighty years, Picanol has played a pioneering role 
in the global industry and is currently one of the world’s 
leading weaving machine manufacturers. Picanol is part 
of Picanol Group (Euronext: PIC). 

Picanol at Cinte Techtextil China 2020 
Driven by extensive investments in R&D, Picanol has 
grown into an industry leader for high-tech weaving 
machines in the sector of technical textiles. The various 
developments made in recent years clearly highlight this 
point and have resulted in the growing success of the 
wide OptiMax-i rapier machines, which can be 

equipped with positive guided grippers in widths up to 
212” (540 cm). This demonstrates how Picanol can 
efficiently replace obsolete projectile technology for such 
applications as agro-textiles, packaging, and carpet 
backings. Picanol will also present the new free flight 
execution for the OptiMax-i machines, extending the 

weaving width up to an impressive 460 cm! This has set 
a new benchmark for the weaving of very sensitive 
yarns, such as zero twist yarns in coating fabrics. 
Another innovation is the introduction of wasteless on 
the Left Hand Side in four colors (“Ecofill 4”), where 

significant cost savings can be realized.  
In regard to airjet machines, the new SmartShed 
technology which was introduced on the most recent 
OmniPlus-i weaving machine, already delivers the 

flexibility and performance in order to compete 
successfully. All of these developments complete 
Picanol’s offerings for coated fabrics, conveyor belting, 
glass fiber, tire cords and airbags, among all other 
technical fabrics. 

   

 

 
 

 “As an industry leader for high-tech weaving 
machines in the sector of technical textiles, Picanol 
wants to be present on the all main fairs that have 
their focus on technical textiles… Taking into 
consideration the size and importance of China and 
the region when it comes to technical textiles, 
Picanol feels it is a must to participate in Cinte 
Techtextil China. 
On the other hand, by being present on this 
exhibition with a complete team, Picanol underlines 
once again its dedication and commitment to this 
market.” 

Eamonn Brady, Sales Manager, Picanol NV 
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  Picanol in the fast-changing world 
of weaving 
Picanol machines have always been built for 
maximum performance, and always will be, but smart 
performance focuses on ensuring the highest 
industrial speeds in the market even under difficult 
conditions. Further reduction of energy consumption is 
not an optional extra, it is embedded in our machine 
design. Also in digitization Picanol has been a pioneer 
for many decades. Last but not least, Picanol weaving 
machines offer a new level of intuitive control with a 
new large interactive touchscreen and new signal 
lamps. 

Picanol’s view on Chinese market 
“Just like the other industrial segments, the 
technical textile segments have shown excellent 
growth figures over the past two decades. Even 
exceeding the figures we have seen in the more 
traditional textile segments.  
Whereas the more traditional segments have taken 
off in an earlier stage, the technical segments are 
now catching up strongly and it is expected they 
will continue this path for the coming years. One 
of the main reasons is the strong domestic 
development which is driving this process. 
Moreover, the stronger vertical integration in 
search for more added value and know how that 
has been built up in China results in an increasing 
role in the international markets as well.          
These elements assure us that the Chinese 
manufacturing of technical textiles will continue to 
grow strong in segments such as coating fabrics, 
conveyor belts, airbags, seat fabrics, tyre cords, 
and para-aramide. Made possible thanks to the 
latest technologies on our OptiMax-i and 
OmniPlus-i machines, which are highly 
acknowledged by top weavers all over the world 
and China in particular.” 

Eamonn Brady, Sales Manager, Picanol NV 

 Picanol's design principles to 
build their machines:  

  

Airjet weaving machines 
Building further on nearly 40 years of experience in 
airjet weaving and over 100,000 airjet machines 
shipped, the new OmniPlus-i combines this heritage 
with a clear vision of the future.  

At Picanol, we believe that in this fast-changing world 
of weaving, the needs of weaving mills in general and 
the expectations of our customers and their operators 
are evolving rapidly. Our market is nowadays driven by 
increasing concern for environmental topics, higher 
costs and lower availability of resources and skills, as 
well as the digital revolution that is affecting all 
industries. 

Rapier weaving machine 
If versatile and productive weaving is your objective, 
now you can be sure of real added value with the 
unique, future oriented OptiMax-i rapier weaving 
machine. The OptiMax-i offers all the possibilities for 
growing to the top in your market. Ready for every new 
opportunity. Guaranteeing optimum fabric quality. Best 
in class for minimum energy consumption.  

Optimizing your precious time. And creating space to 
unleash your utmost creativity. 

Meet Picanol NV at  

Cinte Techtextil China! 
Get Your Badge! 
 

 

Pre-register now and 

you may enjoy our NEW 
Online Business 
Matching Service where 
you can schedule your 
meetings with all of our 

exhibitors with just a few 
clicks! 

Contact 
Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd 

Ms Xaey Wong / Ms Qube Chim 
Tel: +852 2238 9954 / 9906 
Cinte@hongkong.messefrankfurt.com 
www.techtextilchina.com 

Smart 
performance 

Sustainability 
inside 

Driven 
by data 

Intuitive 
control 
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